
 
 

How to Sponsor Forever? Create Your Personalised Metal Water Bottles and Give Your Customers and Team 

a Top-Quality and Durable Corporate Gift 

Personalised water bottles belong to the most popular corporate gifts and promotional products of all time. 

The reasons are easy to guess. They are useful, comfortable and respond to the growing need to adopt eco-

friendly solutions in everyday life. However, personalised water bottles do much more than replacing plastic 

bottles. They do not only reduce the consumption of materials which are harmful to the environment. They 

are much more functional than disposable objects as well.  

Think about your daily life. You have to leave in a hurry and be away from home for the most of your day. 

You can stretch out a hand and take your bottle on the kitchen table in the blink of an eye. A simple move 

which is way faster than stopping to buy a 

plastic bottle on the way. Not to mention 

that, when you purchase your 

personalised water bottle, you can choose 

the size and type that best suits your 

needs. You may go for personalised sports 

bottles, which are light and comfortable to 

store in your bag or to attach to your 

backpack. Or you may find a better match 

in bigger models. 

Personalised Metal Bottles for Your 

Company 

On the one hand, personalised water 

bottles enjoy a huge success among those who receive them. On the other, companies that aim to use them 

as promotional products are faced with a very varied choice. From personalised plastic water bottles, which 

make for a perfect colourful and friendly gift, to advanced and delicate types.  

So, for instance, we find personalised thermal bottles and personalised sports bottles among the models 

in the highest demand. The former become part of everyday life due to their special property. Thanks to it, 

they are perfect corporate gifts in winter as well as summer. The latter are lightweight and often have a hook, 

and they soon turn into the favourite gifts for athletes. Sports lovers tend to appreciate their exceptional 

practicality.  

If you are looking for an elegant and charming effect, you should choose between personalised glass water 

bottles and personalised metal water bottles. The former look very special and refined. The transparency 

of the glass, often combined with bamboo parts, makes the corporate gifts fine and distinct.  

Metal and Stainless Steel: Quality Materials to Convey the Seriousness of the Company 

If a company aims at conveying seriousness and elegance, it tends to go for corporate gifts made of metal. 

So, personalised metal keyrings are the favourite promotional products for car dealerships. Another 

example is that of personalised metal pens, which are a must in the studios of professionals such as doctors, 

lawyers and architects. Objects made of metal, aluminium or stainless steel have a special charm. They look 

precious and the materials with which they are made are of the highest quality. All three materials are very 

resistant and durable, non-polluting and safe for health. In short, they are a great investment from all points 

of view.  

https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/sport-bottles
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/sport-bottles/personalised-sports-bottles
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/sport-bottles/personalised-sports-bottles
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/sport-bottles/plastic-sport-bottles
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/sport-bottles/personalised-thermal-bottles
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/sport-bottles/personalized-glass-bottles
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/sport-bottles/personalized-glass-bottles
https://www.higift.eu/keys-tools/keyrings/metal-aluminium-keyrings
https://www.higift.eu/writing/personalized-pens/metal-aluminium-pens


 
 

Corporate gifts made of metal such as personalised stainless steel water bottles have another feature, 

too. They often allow you to apply two different types of printing: digital printing and engraving. With the 

latter, in particular, the result is extremely refined. The print will be deep and embossed, and it will make the 

promotional product look even more chic and well thought out. Engraving is ideal for phrases, names or 

simple logos. Plus, depending on the model, it can be applied on the whole surface of metal bottles. 

Once finished, the personalised water bottle will have all that it takes to promote your brand in any place 

and at any time. Not to mention that the durability of corporate gifts made of metal is unbeatable. This 

means that they will stay with your customers for several years, 

without ever getting ruined or less functional. This is especially 

true if you decide to give away personalised stainless steel 

water bottles. Thanks to the antioxidant properties of the 

material, their performance will always be at its best even at an 

aesthetic level.  

Personalised Metal Water Bottles: When to Distribute Them and 

to Whom 

The personalised metal water bottles give prominence to the 

logo or writing you want to put on them. It is an ambitious 

corporate gift that reveals the company's willingness to always 

give the best to its customers. Besides, the name of your brand 

will have a greater chance of circulating and catching the eye of 

new potential buyers. All this for many years. Stainless steel 

bottles have a great advertising potential. They can be used in 

different contexts, and they look elegant and refined.  

Like personalised aluminium water bottles, the metal versions, 

too, are perfect both as corporate gifts for employees and as 

promotional products at events and fairs. Or as a gift to customers who buy a product or who use one of 

your services. They are not only useful, attractive and of the highest quality. They can also be used both in 

the work context – to hydrate during office hours – and in any other situation.  

Personalised Metal Bottles as a Corporate Gift for Employees 

Giving personalised metal water bottles to your team is a way to communicate gratitude for their 

commitment and work. It is a possibility to strengthen ties within the group as well as the relationship 

between the employee and the employer, too. Creating a peaceful environment is very important in a 

company, because it allows workers to give their best. Plus, it is essential to recognise the importance of 

each member for the brand and convey it. You can achieve all this with corporate gifts and, in particular, 

with personalised metal water bottles.  

First of all, these accessories are of great help in the business context. Sitting at the office desk for long hours, 

your employees should have everything they need not only to be productive, but to stay healthy as well. That 

is why water bottles or personalised thermal mugs are so common in work environments. Your team can 

place them on the desk and pick them up any time they need a sip of water or tea. They can do so in all 

comfort while they are in front of the computer or struggling with documents and calls.  

https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/sport-bottles/personalised-aluminium-water-bottles
https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/mugs-cups-glasses/travel-and-thermo-mugs


 
 

Like travel mugs and personalised thermos flasks, personalised steel water bottles too have a lid that can 

be closed after each use. In this way, they will not stain or wet the sheets or the devices on the desk. As a 

result, your team will work in complete peace of mind. Each employee can decide whether to use the 

personalised metal bottle only in the office, or to take it to other places. Wherever it is, your corporate gift 

will advertise your brand.  

A Top Promotional Product: When to Give Personalised Metal Water Bottles to Your Customers 

As they are outstandingly useful and versatile, personalised metal water bottles can be classy gifts. They can 

sponsor your brand for a long time and with a very varied audience. As they are top-quality, they can be 

used often and in very different contexts. 

There are several occasions on which 

personalised steel water bottles prove to 

be great promotional products. Here are 

some: 

1. As a gift when a product is 

purchased, during a party of the store 

or as a special treat for loyal 

customers. 

2. As a corporate gift for the 

customer who has turned to your 

brand for a service.  

3. As promotional products 

during fairs and events. Here, you can 

give them to any visitor who shows interest in your stand.  

4. During conferences on the environment. In this case, the bottles can show the audience that is 

possible to go for green choices without giving up quality. They will sensitise them to a 

sustainable lifestyle as well. 

The strength of personalised metal water bottles lies in their many qualities. They are functional, the material 

looks refined, and they give high visibility to your logo. The fact that most of their surface is customisable 

plays a part into it. Thanks to all these features, personalised metal water bottles are a sure hit. All you 

have to do is browse our catalogue and choose the model and customisation type that best meets your 

needs. You will find thermal water bottles and drink bottles with bamboo features or parts. Besides, there 

are small or large sports bottles, thermos flasks with a hook or bottle-shaped types – to name but a few. Be 

amazed by the variety of personalised metal water bottles and create your evergreen corporate gifts right 

now!  

https://www.higift.eu/food-drinkware/flasks-and-thermo-mugs

